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In recent trading sessions, the market has shown significant volatility, with the NIFTY index 
hitting record highs but encountering resistance around the 22,100 levels. The challenge of 
maintaining momentum above this level raises uncertainty about a potential sell-off or the 
possibility of a new upward trend.

Additionally, the performance of BANKNIFTY has garnered close attention, with banks exhibit-
ing weaker performance compared to the main index. This disparity prompts analysis into the 
reasons behind this trend.

For a deeper understanding of these market movements, Qartelz has offered detailed insights 
in the latest edition of The Sixth Sense. Readers can delve into in-depth discussions on NIFTY, 
BANKNIFTY, and FINNIFTY in this week's Weekly Market Analysis, covering short-term and 
medium-term market outlooks.

We value your ongoing support and keen interest in our content. Moving forward, we aim to 
maintain this level of engagement and nurture a mutually beneficial relationship with our 
readers.

Yes, We have done it for You!!!
We have Solved Markets for our Readers!!!



First, let us have a look at
the most important support

and resistance level for
NIFTY on Monday

MANAGE YOUR
MONDAY MORNING

TRADE (NIFTY)
(Complimentary Section for The Sixth Sense Lovers)

People often ask the question 
“how to get clarity on next 
day’s Market movement”. 

We are giving you a solution 
in this section. 



(NIFTY Support and Resistance for Monday Source:www.investing.com)

As per the information given above, NIFTY might be finding strong
resistance at 22115 and it will be facing a stiff support at 21933.



(Analysis of Nifty Daily Chart, Source: www.investing.com)

In the medium term, NIFTY is making a corrective wave structure. Corrective wave pattern sug-
gests two key possibilities

1. NIFTY completed ABC Structure and index started next leg of uptrend

2. NIFTY is making a corrective triangular structure (ABCDE) and is yet to complete E wave  

NIFTY Weekly Outlook!! 
NIFTY Making Corrective Wave Structure



NIFTY completed ABC Structure and index started 
next leg of uptrend

(Analysis of Nifty Daily Chart, Source: www.investing.com)

If NIFTY is in strong uptrend, the index might have completed the corrective pattern and it 
might be the start of new leg of uptrend. The uptrend can be confirmed only after a strong 
close above 22209. If the uptrend is started, 22209 will be the first crucial hurdle in the daily 
time frame for the index and that level is the key to high momentum zone for NIFTY. Even if this 
level is taken as resistance, index should take support at 21960.



(Analysis of Nifty Hourly Chart, Source: www.investing.com)



NIFTY is making a Corrective Triangular Structure (ABCDE) 
and is yet to complete E wave  

(Analysis of Nifty Daily Chart, Source: www.investing.com)

In this scenario, NIFTY is yet to complete triangular structure and one more leg of down trend 
is left for the index. In this scenario, NIFTY might take resistance near 21132 levels and might 
fall from there. Index may find support at 21758 if triangular structure is in formation.    



BANKNIFTY Weekly Outlook

(Analysis of Bank Nifty Weekly Chart, Source: www.investing.com)
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BANKNIFTY Weekly Outlook

(Analysis of Bank Nifty Daily Chart, Source: www.investing.com)

BANKNIFTY has got its high momentum zone at 46710. If this level is surpassed, index can 
move up to 47504 in the first leg and trend might get reversed from there. In such case, BANK-
NIFTY index might test fresh all time highs in coming months. So, 46710 will act as a key area 
for the index to start its uptrend. Since this area is critical trend reversal level, index might take 
this level as a resistance zone in the initial phase and might test support at 45869. As long as 
the support at this level remains unbroken, BANKNIFTY might outperform NIFTY in the coming 
days.



BANKNIFTY Very Short Term Analysis

(Analysis of Bank Nifty Daily Chart, Source: www.investing.com)

In the hourly time frame, index is near the break out zone at 46521, if the index can surpass the 
resistance at this level, it can enter high momentum zone in the hourly time frame and this leg 
of uptrend can take the index to initial cycle completion phase at 47292. There is a very high 
probability that this cycle gets extended in the coming days and index might move above 
47500 and 48513 then to all time highs. Hence BANKNIFTY might be outperforming NIFTY 
index in such a scenario.



FINNIFTY Outlook for the Week

(Analysis of Bank Nifty Daily Chart, Source: www.investing.com)

FINNIFTY has confirmed the channel break out after close above 20398. FINNIFTY has got 
strong support at 20398. If this level is positively held, index can go up from here and might 
touch 20814. 



SPEC IAL  SECT ION

TATAPOWER

(Analysis of TATAPOWER Hourly Chart, Source: www.investing.com)

TATAPOWER has got strong support at 371 levels. If this support is positively held, stock can 
break out above 381.60 and this can lead to high momentum zone entry. After entering the 
high momentum zone, stock can easily reach cycle completion level at 399 and might extend 
further.


